Match the letters and numbers to create words!
Then read the sentences.

1. was in charge of every word written in the
   book. The can teach us how to be saved by believing in
   . It can teach what is true. It can help us to know how to fix mistakes. It can help us to be complete. It can train us to what is right. We can use the to us be ready to always do things.

2. 2 Timothy 3:15b-16
Timothy’s mother and grandmother believed in God’s happy words. They taught Timothy about the Bible’s God. Timothy learned God’s Jesus words when he was a little boy, and knew them all of his life. Timothy knew Jesus was the only one who could save him from his sins because he knew what the Bible said. We need to read the Bible so we know how to be saved and how to act in a way that makes God happy.

Acts 16:1-2, 2 Timothy 1:1-5, 3:14-17